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Course Overview:

Have you already learn the basics of Italian? Progress and develop your language skills with our Italian Improvers course which will
help you to build on your oral, speaking and written Italian language skills. 

What's Covered:

This course is ideal for learners who have attended a beginners level course or whose knowledge
of Italian is basic and are interested in developing it a step further.

A 'basic' knowledge implies being able, for example, to make and answer simple enquiries about
personal information, to understand/use numbers and some key grammar points - which,
however, will be revised at the start of the course. Some of these items of vocabulary, grammar
and culture will then be expanded, and others will be added (for example, talking about daily
routine, hobbies, the weather, and more).

Entry Requirements:

Suitable if you have never studied the particular language before and/or have no experience at all
of foreign language study.

Assessment Information:

This course is ideal for learners who have attended a beginners level course or whose knowledge
of Italian is basic and are interested in developing it a step further.

A 'basic' knowledge implies being able, for example, to make and answer simple enquiries about
personal information, to understand/use numbers and some key grammar points - which,
however, will be revised at the start of the course. Some of these items of vocabulary, grammar
and culture will then be expanded, and others will be added (for example, talking about daily
routine, hobbies, the weather, and more).

Fees and Financial Support:

Courses with a duration over 12 weeks and costing in excess of £150 (including exam fees) can
be paid for in instalments over the duration of the course or one year (whichever is shorter). While
the College can not guarantee this arrangement in every case, we will do our best to
accommodate requests to pay by instalments. In order to pay by instalments you must come into
the college, we cannot take payment online.

Progression:

You could choose to use your language skills to find employment that requires multi-lingual
employees, both in the UK and overseas.
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What else do I need to know?

Please note there may be additional costs for books, materials or other expenses.

How do I find out more?

For more information please contact Michelle Davies on 01782 254124 or by emailing

michelle.davies@nscg.ac.uk
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